The Academic Sciences Guarantees

1. Get the grade you ordered first time - or
your money back!
When you order your custom model answer from us, we guarantee that the grade you
ordered will be right the first time or your money will be fully refunded. The process
is simple. Order a custom essay and use it to write your own research paper. We will
mark it and if you are not satisfied with the grade you ordered, we refund your
money. Our policy, however, does not allow you to turn in the ordered essay;
claiming it as your own, then request a refund if it does not meet your grade
requirements. We ask that the paper that you order is used only to help you with
your essay or dissertation writing. Upon completion, our critiquing service will tell
you what mark you will likely receive using a marking sheet. Our professional
writers will advise you on how to improve, if necessary. Or, if marked as a 2.1, you
are guaranteed a 2.1, or we give you your money back.

2. No-plagiarism guarantee
We guarantee that your model answer will be totally unique and plagiarism free. If
you detect plagiarism in your paper order, you can claim a refund. We will also
provide free rewriting service. All of our writers are fully aware of the consequences
for plagiarism; therefore do not plagiarise. However, in a rare situation where you
should detect plagiarism, contact us immediately. If you were to turn in our model
answer as your own, we accept no responsibility in regards to monetary
reimbursement.

3. Your order will be completed on time
There is no anxious waiting! Academic Sciences guarantees that your model answer
is completed on time or we will refund your money. It is highly unlikely that we will
fail to deliver your essay paper in a timely manner, however if it does occur, we
guarantee a refund and allow you access to the document writing that has been
prepared for you. You will also receive free essay writing as compensation.

5. We provide a full-confidentiality service

Your order will be given the utmost privacy and confidentiality treatment. The only
information that we will need is what is required to help us with your academic
writing order. We do not ask for the names of colleges or universities. Furthermore,
we promise NOT to give your information to any third-party entity.

5. Your work will never published or re-sold
Your paper order is covered under our re-sale promise. Your model answer will not
appear on any external database or websites as it will never be published, resold,
exploited, or given away to anyone. Our plagiarism scanner is the only form of
software that anonymously stores the custom paper. This prevents anyone from
using your essay writing as their own. You are protected.

6. Your work will be written by a qualified
writer
Academic Sciences only employs experienced graduates (many of them practicing
professionals) or academics that are specifically qualified in your subject area. We
have strict regulations for hiring and the academic writers must meet all of our
standards. If the writers do not meet our standards, they will no longer be employed
by Academic Sciences.

7. Receive a free quality report
We implement checks and balances to ensure that the model answer you receive is
exactly what you ask for. Once your essay writer has completed your order, our QA
department will provide a thorough essay review to ensure that your requirements
are met, to include minor grammatical errors and to verify noted references.

8. Get complete satisfaction with our free
amendments promise
If for any reason you feel that your model answer did not meet your original
expectations, just contact us within 7- 14 days of receiving your finished work. We
provide free amendments to our report writing services.
*Model answers have a 7 -day amendment service and dissertation papers have a 14day amendment service.

9. Your amendments will be delivered on time
We promise that all your amendments will be delivered to you on time. Our standard
return policy is 48 hours maximum, yet, generally completed within 24 hours. For

each day it is late, you will receive a 10% discount. We promise that all amendments
will be delivered to you on time (our standard rate is 48 hours maximum, but they
are usually completed within 24). For each day it is late you will get a discount of
10%!

10. Your work will be scanned for plagiarism
For your peace of mind, we will scan your model answer with plagiarism software
that checks against 9billion web pages, over 1million essays, 200,000 previous
works, digital books, and journals. This is to ensure that your essay paper is
plagiarism free.

11. Your work will be fully referenced
Your model answer will be fully referenced in the style of your choice. You will also
receive a complimentary bibliography.

12. Free help locating the sources used in your
work
If you are experiencing difficulty locating a journal or any source used by the
research paper writer, we will point you in the right direction.

13. Free sample for orders over 10,000 words
When you purchase a paper order of over 10,000 words, we will select an expert
writer that is prepared for the online writing assignment. For this reason, we are
happy to provide a free 500- word sample of your personal consultants work. You
will be able to determine if this writer meets your expectations. If you are not
satisfied, we will freely assign another essay writer.

14. Free chapter by chapter delivery available
If your order is over 6,000 words, you have the option to receive your research paper
chapter by chapter. This enables you to be in complete control over the essay
assignment and how the essay writing is progressing.

